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Today’s topics

I Identification of the ATE under SUTVA and strong ignorability

I Using potential outcomes

I Using DAGs
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What do we mean by “identification”?

Identification refers generally to sufficiency for drawing a conclusion
given the type of data that are available.

Ambiguity due to lack of identification is distinct from uncertainty
due to sampling:

Manski (1995, 4) : “Studies of identification seek to characterize the
conclusions that could be drawn if one could...obtain an unlimited
number of observations. Identification problems cannot be solved
by gathering more of the same kind of data.”

When we do not have identification, “the danger exists that the
desired quantity will not be discernible unambiguously from the data
– even when infinitely many samples are taken” (Pearl 2009, 77).
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What do we mean by “identification”?

In this class we mostly focus on non-parametric causal identification
analysis and deriving identification strategies.

Identification analysis shows how to use assumptions on the data
generating process to go from observed outcomes to counterfac-
tual/potential outcomes.

Identification strategy is a way to make use of such assumptions to
generate causal estimates.

Angrist and Krueger (1999): “The combination of a clearly labeled
source of identifying variation in a causal variable and the use of
a particular econometric[/statistical] technique to exploit this infor-
mation is what we call an identification strategy.”
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

Basic statistical setting (adjusting notation from last time):

I Superpopulation setting: data are assumed to be a
representative random sample from some notional population,
P, countable but large (possibly infinite).

I Consider a random draw, i, from P.

I E[.] is expected value for such a draw.
I Each draw is characterized by

I a covariate vector, Xi,
I a treatment assignment, Di ∈ {0, 1},
I potential outcomes: under SUTVA, Y1i and Y0i.
I (capital letters represent ex ante uncertainty)
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

I A unit level treatment effect for an arbitrary draw from P is,

ρi = Y1i − Y0i,

for which,
E[ρi] = E[Y1i − Y0i] = ρ, (1)

the average treatment effect (ATE).

I For an arbitrary draw from P, we observe,

Yi = DiY1i + (1−Di)Yi0.
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

I Consider simple difference in mean outcomes:

E[Yi|Di = 1]−E[Yi|Di = 0] = E[Y1i|Di = 1]−E[Y0i|Di = 0]

I Then what does this difference equal?
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

I Various decompositions are possible:

I E.g, consider a decomposition wrt ATT:

E[Yi|Di = 1]− E[Yi|Di = 0] = E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]

= E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average treatment effect on the treated (ATT)

+ E[Y0i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias

.

I Biased for ATT when Y0’s of treated differ from those of
controls.
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

I Similarly:

E[Yi|Di = 1]− E[Yi|Di = 0] = E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]

= E[Y1i|Di = 0]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average treatment effect on the controls (ATC)

+ E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y1i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias wrt Y1

.

I Biased for ATC when Y1’s of treated differ from those of
controls.
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

I Finally, letting π = Pr[Di = 1]:

E[Yi|D = 1]− E[Yi|Di = 0]

= ρ︸︷︷︸
Average treatment effect

+E[Y0i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias wrt Y0

+ (1− π)(E[ρ|Di = 1]− E[ρ|Di = 0])︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias wrt ρ

I Biased for ATE when either Y0’s or ρ’s of treated differ from
those of controls.

I (Could be rewritten in terms of selection bias wrt to Y1’s and
ρ as well.)
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

Data Assumptions

Conclusions

= Identification
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

Toolkit: rules for conditional independence (Dawid 1979)

Theorems in paper draw out implications for, inter alia, sufficiency,
transferability, and transitivity of independence relations.
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

Let’s work with the ATT decomposition:

E[Yi|Di = 1]− E[Yi|Di = 0] = E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]

= E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average treatment effect on the treated (ATT)

+ E[Y0i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias

. (2)
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model

Now consider some identifying assumptions:

Identifying assumption 1 (random assignment):

Di ⊥⊥ (Y1i, Y0i) and 0 < Pr[Di = 1] < 1 (3)

Under (3),
E[Y0i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Selection bias

= 0.

(Why? E.g., if A ⊥⊥ B, what does this imply about E[A|B]?)
As such,

E[Y1i|Di = 1]− E[Y0i|Di = 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ATT

= E[Y1i − Y0i],

so the simple difference, (2), equals ρ.
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Causal identification under the potential outcomes model
Identifying assumption 2 (conditionally independent, unconfounded,
strongly ignorable assignment):

Di ⊥⊥ (Y1i, Y0i)|Xi and 0 < Pr[Di = 1|Xi = x] < 1 for all x ∈ X
(4)

The conditional average treatment effect (CATE) is given by,

ρ(x) = E[Y1i − Y0i|Xi = x].

By the same logic as before, assumption (4) implies,

E[Yi|Di = 1, Xi = x]− E[Yi|Di = 0, Xi = x] = ρ(x).

(Show this.)
Marginalization over X , the support of Xi, yields,∫

X
ρ(x)dF (x) = ρ.
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Causal identification with DAGs
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Causal identification with DAGs

I Our target of inference is based on an hypothetical
intervention:

ρ = E [Yi|do(Di = 1)]− E [Yi|do(Di = 0)].

I The corresponding intervention graph would be,

D Y

X

U

,
where we have X and U to denote observable and
unobservable sources of heterogeneity for which we will need
to account.
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Causal identification with DAGs

I Random assignment ⇒ intervention graph is the graph that
represents the DGP for the population:

D Y

X

U

I The target quantity, ρ, is identified immediately.
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Causal identification with DAGs

I Strongly ignorable assignment implies a “backdoor path” from
D to Y through X, but not such backdoor path through U :

D Y

X

U

I Intuitively, the graph suggests that “controlling for X” or
“conditioning on X” can identify ρ.
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Confounding

VP1	
P2	

G1	
G2	

…	
…	

I Conditioning can be represented as a graph operation
(Greenland & Pearl 2006, p.4). Condition on V=

1. If V is a collider, link all pairs of parents of V with an
undirected edge, connoting induced dependency.

2. For any ancestor of V , if this ancestor is itself a collider, link
all pairs of parents of this ancestor with undirected arcs to
connote induced dependencies.

3. Erase V from the graph and all edges connected with V .
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Causal identification with DAGs

I Apply:

D Y

X

U

I Conditioning on X removes the backdoor path:

D Y

(X=x)

U

I However, the resulting DGP is one that holds X constant.

I Marginalize over x to recover the intervention graph.
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Causal identification with DAGs

The graphical approach has a formalization through the “do-calculus”
(Pearl 2009, 2012):
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Causal identification with DAGs
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Causal identification with DAGs

D Y

X

U

Identifying the full intervention distribution via the “do-calculus”
(Pearl 2009):

I Want P (y | do(d)) via observed data.∗

I U is strictly exogenous in this graph, so we can remove it.

I Using do-calculus rule 2:
P (y | do(d), x) = P (y | d, x) since (Y ⊥⊥ D | X)GD

.

I Now, P (y | do(d)) =
∫
P (y | do(d), x)dP (x | do(d)).

I Using do-calculus rule 3:
P (x | do(d)) = P (x) since (X ⊥⊥ D)GD

.

I Thus, P (y | do(d)) =
∫
P (y | d, x)dP (x).

∗P (y | x) = P (Y = y | X = x), etc.
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

I Potential outcomes and DAGs are complementary ways to
approach causal identification formally.

I We will use both, working with assumptions that go well
beyond random assignment and strong ignorability.
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